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The next year Nakano finished second at the Dutch TT. In John Hopkins and Anthony West rode
the machine. Hopkins and West blamed both a lack of feeling in the front end and rear traction
on corner exit. Previous ZX-RRs have been difficult to ride, but beyond the limited statements
by the riders it is unclear what the problems with the bike were. At the end of the season,
Kawasaki announced its retirement from the MotoGP world championship. He managed to
score the fourth and last second place for Kawasaki. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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It is one of the most powerful bikes ever made in the cc segment. The design of this bike is
inspired by its bigger siblings like Kawasaki Ninja and Ninja It comes with a 2-stroke,
single-cylinder engine that is water-cooled and it comes with a 6-speed transmission. Here you
can find the Ninja RR price in India, specs, mileage and top speed. Suzuki GSX R. The Ninja RR
comes with a very sleek and stylish design. It is powered by a cc 2-stroke, single-cylinder
engine that is mated to a 6-speed gearbox. It churns out It comes with telescopic front forks and
a hydraulic rear mono-shock suspension. This beast comes fitted with disc brakes at both the
front and rear wheel. This sports bike comes with alloy wheels and an analogue instrument
cluster with a tachometer. It comes with a very powerful two-stroke engine that offers excellent
performance. It accelerates really quick and also has good top-end performance. Its lightweight
body and nimble handling made it the most fun bike to ride. The Kawasaki Ninja RR is one of
the best cc bikes ever made, we hope to see a newer version of this beast soon. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.
Kawasaki engineers have made several changes to the engine and chassis for Mirroring the
methodical Ninja development approach of the Kawasaki Racing Team, the Kawasaki factory
have delved deep inside the very core of the Ninja ZXR and Ninja ZXRR for a new model and
racing season and taken another significant step in the evolution of these iconic machines.
Likewise, the design of the rear seat is subtly changed to create an area of low pressure behind
the rider. Inside the new cowling innovations continue with a race style TFT dash including
Bluetooth connectivity , four handlebar button selectable rider modes and road rider features
like electronic cruise control and optional heated handlebar grips. Chassis updates include a
1mm lower swing-arm pivot point adjustable on the RR , 2mm greater front fork offset and an
8mm increase in actual swing-arm length all contributing to increased stability and greater
traction. Spring rates have changed too with the front now softer and the rear harder while a
wider fork clamping area for the lower triple-clamp revises the rigidity balance for the fork outer
tubes. The machine has also been engineered to meet Euro 5 regulations, while keeping the
lubricating lifeblood cool, a new KRT developed air-cooled oil cooler transfers straight from
track to street reinforcing the link between race and road for Ninja fans. Safely revving rpm
higher, the RR takes a big step toward the new race and track day season with existing Pankl
precision lightweight connecting rods joined by Pankl low friction pistons and Pankl matched
piston pins creating pure podium potential. Kawasaki has changed the face of superbike racing
with the Ninja â€” with new features and a brand-new look Kawasaki now says FaceYourself.
The cc in-line four-cylinder valve engine balances stunning power with manageability.
Positioning peak torque high up in the RPM range makes it easier for riders to get back on the
throttle with confidence, while a strong low-mid range further contributes to acceleration when
coming out of corners. This design promotes smoother flow and greater volume of fuel-air
mixture, both greatly contributing to performance. The valve train design enables tuning for a
higher rev limit and more aggressive cam profile, aiding in high RPM performance. Titanium
intake and exhaust valves ensure high heat resistance and low reciprocating weight. The
cylinder head provides plenty of camshaft clearance and large coolant passages in the cylinder
contribute to cooling performance for optimum performance. Lightweight chromoly camshafts
received a soft nitriding treatment and the cam portions receive a lapping treatment to ensure
the durability needed to handle the stiff valve springs and high power cams and speed of the
Ninja ZXR sportbike. The pistons are made from a superb high heat resistance material and a
dry film lubricant on the piston skirts reduces friction at low RPM and helps with the piston

bedding-in process. Ideal fuel injection and throttle valve position results in a smooth, natural
engine response and an optimized engine output. The accelerator position sensor was
relocated for , eliminating the throttle cable for less maintenance and freeing up the cockpit. To
ensure a natural feel, friction is used to simulate the feel of a throttle cable. An offset cylinder
matches the crankshaft and results in reduced lateral piston force at the point of maximum
cobustion pressure as well as enables the use of lighter pistons. The close-ratio transmission
gearing on the Ninja ZXR has been revised and optimized for the days at the racetrack. The final
gearing has been revised and shorter ratios for first, second, and third gears offer strong
low-mid acceleration for quicker corner exits and better off-the-line acceleration. Instead of
re-routing coolant from the radiator to the oil cooler and back to the engine, the new oil cooler is
air-cooled and runs independently. The increased cooling boosts engine performance increases
throughout the entire RPM range. In order to meet emission standards, the exhaust system
benefits from several changes that include a revised collector pipe arrangement, which helps
maintain the engines power output. For improved performance and cleaner emissions,
engineers also moved one of the catalysers further forward and decreased pre-chamber volume
while increasing the silencers overall length. The Ninja ZXR continues to pave the way for the
liter bike class with its championship proven technology that once again returns for The
Integrated Riding Modes now allow for riders to choose from three pre-determined modes
Sport, Road, Rain or four manual modes Rider and feature the ability for changes to be made
while riding through the use of a button located on the left handlebar. A new 4. All-inclusive
modes that link S-KTRC and Power Mode allow riders to efficiently set traction control and
power delivery to suit a given riding situation. Riders can now choose from three
pre-determined modes Sport, Road, Rain or four manual modes Rider In the manual Rider
modes, each of the systems can be set independently. For , the riding mode can now be
changed while riding, using the button located on the left side of the handlebar. Once activated,
it eliminates the need to constantly have to apply the throttle, reducing fatigue on the right hand
when riding and extending a high level of comfort. The electronic cruise control is conveniently
operated from the left handle and can be engaged by the push of a button. The system can be
disengaged several ways, including operating the brake lever, clutch lever, brake pedal or
closing the throttle completely. An all-new compact 4. The intrumentation now offers several
new features that were unavailable on the previous model. The full color display features
thin-film transistor TFT technolgy, which delivers a high level of visibility to the rider. Display
functions have been updated to include digital speedometer, digital bar-style tachometer, gear
position indicator, throttle application, odometer, dual trip meters, current and average fuel
consumption, volume of fuel consumed, low fuel indicator, average speed, total time, coolant
temperature, intake air temprature, clock, battery voltage, Kawasaki service reminder, oil
change reminder, call and mail indicators when connected to Bluetooth , and economical riding
indicator. In addition to scrollable multi-function windows, two display modes offer riders a
choice of how they want their information presented. Type 1 is easy-to-read, offering a calm
layout and substantial amount of information at a glance, while Type 2 was designed with circuit
riding in mind and includes important information such as tachometer, current and best lap
times, gear position, and is presented graphically. An external race-style shift lamp provides the
rider with a highly visible signal to shift up when riding on the circuit. A chip built into the
instrument panel enables riders to connect to their motorcycle wirelessly. The following
information can be viewed:. The app can also be used when away from the motorcycle. When
riding with the app ON , the bike and smartphone are always connected and riding log data is
being recorded by the app. After your ride, the latest riding information is stored by the app and
may be viewed on the smartphone. Any changes made via the app while the engine is off, or
while out of range, will be implemented as soon as the ignition is turned on and the smartphone
is in range with the app ON. The KQS allows ultra quick upshifts and downshifts without the
need to use the clutch, resulting in a more enjoyable experience and quicker lap times.
Designed for more effective sport riding, KQS can also be used on the street when the engine is
above rpm. IMU enables inertia to be monitored, including acceleration along longitudinal,
transverse and vertical axes, plus roll rate and pitch rate are measured. Those measurements
are then combined with a sixth axis, yaw, that is calculated by the ECU using the Kawasaki
proprietary software to give an ever clearer real-time picture of chassis orientation. The S-KTRC
featured on the Ninja ZXR motorcycle has five modes for riders to choose from that enable
optimal performance for a wide range of riding conditions, offering either enhanced sport riding
performance or the peace of mind under certain conditions to negotiate a variety of surfaces
with confidence. The system can also be turned off if the rider elects to do so. Designed to
assist riders by optimizing acceleration from a stop, KLCM electronically manages engine
output to maximize acceleration when starting from a stop. With the clutch lever pulled in and

the system activated, engine speed is limited to a determined speed while the rider holds the
throttle open. Once the rider releases the clutch lever to engage the clutch, engine speed is
allowed to increase, but power is regulated to minimize wheel spin and help keep the front
wheel on the ground. The system disengages automatically once a predetermined speed has
been reached, or when the rider shifts into third gear. Riders can choose from three modes,
each offering a progressively greater level of intrusion. High-precision brake pressure control
enables the system to avoid reduced brake performance due to excessive pressure drops,
allowing lever feel to be maintained when KIBS is active, and helps ensure ABS pulses feel
smooth The system also reduces rear wheel lift under heavy braking and accounts for engine
torque when downshifting. The Kawasaki Engine Brake Control system uses technology
derived by KRT to give its riders maximum braking control regardless of gear selection and
allows riders to select the amount of engine braking they prefer. When the system is activated,
the engine braking effect is reduced, providing less interference when riding on the track.
Power Modes offer riders an easily selectable choice of engine power delivery to suit riding
conditions or preference. In addition to Full Power mode, one Low and one Middle alternate
mode s in which maximum power is limited and throttle response is milder are provided. The
Ohlins electronic steering damper allows damping characteristics to be changed electronically
according to vehicle speed and the degree of acceleration or deceleration. At high speeds,
damping increases to provide enhanced navigation of road surface conditions. Complementing
the already highly acclaimed stance of the Ninja ZXR chassis are updates to the chassis
geometry, which moves the front-rear balance further forward and contributes to increased
cornering performance and light handling. The aluminum twin-spar frame traces a direct line
from the head pipe to the aluminum swingarm pivot, delivering linear behavior and greater
control. New for this year, the swingarm pivot position has been lowered 1 mm to produce
better rear suspension action when exiting corners. A longer wheelbase achieved by a greater
fork offset and an 8 mm longer swingarm offers even greater overall composureâ€” already a
strength on the Ninja ZXR. A shorter trail is achieved thanks to the revised fork offset and
facilitates in easier change of direction, especially when off the throttle before the apex of a
corner. The 43 mm Showa fork provides numerous benefits, including ride comfort, braking
stability, front-end feel, and independently adjustable compression and rebound damping. The
model features a new wider fork clamping area on the lower triple clamp and revised rigidity
balance for the fork outer tubes improve handling and turning performance. New circuit-focused
fork settings include a lower spring rate, complemented by firmer compression damping and
softer rebound damping to make it easier to weight the front wheel and contribute to lighter
handling. The Showa BFRC high spec shock increases ride comfort, improves traction, offers
independently adjustable compression and rebound damping, and reduces weight. Similar to
the front fork, more circuit-focused settings include a stiffer spring rate, complemented by soft
compression damping, and softer rebound damping. The revised settings make it easier to
induce pitching motion even when on the throttle while maintaining a steady rear height. A pair
of mm Brembo semi-floating front discs with dual radial-mount four-piston calipers provide
superb braking power and are tasked to handle the stopped duties of the powerful engine. At
the rear, a mm disc and single-piston caliper complement the strong front brake and feature
revised rear brake pads that offer increased controllability and stronger braking force. The rear
brake reservoir has also been repositioned further to the inside in order to give the rider greater
freedom of movement as they change position on the bike. Three-spoke design cast wheels are
light weight and provide the optimum rigidity to contribute to edge grip when riding on the
track. The wind protection offered by the cowl and windshield translate to reduced stress from
wind blast, enabling riders to change positions at ease when setting up for corner entry on the
track. A revised handlebar position is now farther forward and straighter. A benefit of having
more space between the handlebars and the seat is the ability to change positions for both
track and street riding. This position helps minimize drag when tucked behind the windshield.
Footpegs are now positioned 5mm higher in order to meet the circuit-focused riding position
that engineers sought after. The higher position makes it easier to weight the pegs when going
through a corner. The sleek, racy looks offer significantly improved drag resistance, an increase
in downforce, and better wind protection for the rider. The cowl features built in winglets that
generate significant downforce to help keep the front wheel on the ground when exiting corners
and under strong acceleration. The lower cowl design helps direct air to the oil cooler,
increasing its efficiency and adding to the aerodynamic characteristics. New cowl-mounted
mirrors feature integrated LED-type single bulb turn signals and are mounted via couplers.
Slots in the new tail cowl design contribute to the aerodynamic styling. This marks the first time
that the river mark has been used on a non-supercharged mass-production motorcycle. The 3D
river mark emblem is proudly displayed on the upper cowl and upper triple clamp. For , new grip

heaters have been added to the accessories list, enhancing street riding comfort on cold days.
Necessary parts such as front brake discs and speed sensor ring are available via accessory
kits. Additional accessories for the Ninja ZXR include seat cowl, knee pads, frame sliders, axle
sliders, and scratch resistant film for the TFT meter. For riders focused on closed circuit riding,
a number of race kits parts are available and help assist in building the Ninja ZXR and Ninja
ZXRR to full superbike spec. The smallest details can be addressed with factory parts to help
lower lap times on the racetrack. From a race kit ECU to multiple thickness plain bearings and
trust washers for engine blue printing to factory catch tanks and chassis geometry adjusters,
KGA is there to support racers. The wide powerband further strengthens the easy-to-use
character found on the Ninja ZXRR and a quicker engine response was also achieved with the
engine updates. The engine updates add a tremendous racing potential including the
elimination of intake funnels in the airbox, newly designed camshafts specific for the Ninja
ZXRR, and intake and exhaust valve springs that all match the higher performance. The use of
lightweight titanium connecting rods manufactured by Pankl, a company specializing in
developing and manufacturing engine and drivetrain components for high-performance race
cars and the aerospace industry, is one of the key performance features found on the Ninja
ZXRR. New, lighter weight pistons lower the reciprocating weight, aiding in the high rev limit
and contributing to smooth-climbing revs. Now using one less piston ring than the standard
model pistons, this enables a shorter piston height and prevents mechanical loss due to
friction. Updated piston pins match the pistons and feature a DLC coating that protects against
wear. Team Suzuki Press Office â€” May With 10 races still to go, the MotoGP World
Championship is about to begin its second half, and after a short break of only two weeks the
riders and teams are even more motivated [â€¦]. This year more [â€¦]. News Ticker. About
Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over
Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and
being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without
the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a
difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Lime Green. When equipped, California
evaporative emissions equipment adds approximately 2. Always wear a helmet, eye protection
and proper apparel. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Equipment illustrated
and specifications may vary to meet individual markets. Using high-precision electronic control
for engine management, Kawasaki models can achieve a high level of fuel efficiency. However,
fuel consumption is greatly affected by throttle use, gear selection, and other elements under
the rider's control. The Economical Riding Indicator is a function that indicates when current
riding conditions are consuming a low amount of fuel. The system continuously monitors fuel
consumption, regardless of vehicle speed, engine speed, throttle position and other riding
conditions. When fuel consumption is low for a given speed i. By riding so that the "ECO" mark
remains on, fuel consumption can be reduced. While effective vehicle speed and engine speed
may vary by model, paying attention to conditions that cause the "ECO" mark to appear can
help riders improve their fuel efficiency â€” a handy way to increase cruising range. Further,
keeping fuel consumption low also helps minimize negative impact on the environment. Ideal
fuel injection and throttle valve position results in smooth, natural engine response and the
ideal engine output. The system also makes a significant contribution to reduced emissions.
The Kawasaki Engine Brake Control system allows riders to select the amount of engine
braking they prefer. When the system is activated, the engine braking effect is reduced,
providing less interference when riding on the track. Designed to assist riders by optimizing
acceleration from a stop, KLCM electronically manages engine output to minimize wheel spin
when moving off. With the clutch lever pulled in and the system activated, engine speed is
limited to a determined speed while the rider holds the throttle open. Once the rider releases the
clutch lever to engage the clutch, engine speed is allowed to increase, but power is regulated to
minimize wheel spin and help keep the front wheel on the ground. The system disengages
automatically once a predetermined speed has been reached, or when the rider shifts into third
gear. Depending on the model, riders can choose from multiple modes, each offering a
progressively greater level of intrusion. Models equipped with multiple Power Modes offer
riders an easily selectable choice of engine power delivery to suit riding conditions or
preference. In addition to Full Power mode, one Low or two Middle, Low alternate mode s in
which maximum power is limited and throttle response is milder are provided. Designed to
maximize acceleration, it allows riding at the edge of traction on the track. This technology
continually controls the rear wheel slip that occurs when power is applied, ensuring optimal
acceleration. In general, maximum forward drive requires a certain amount of slip. To ensure the
most effective transfer of power to the tarmac, S-KTRC monitors the slip ratio in real time, and
governs engine power delivery to optimize rear wheel traction. S-KTRC monitors a number of

parameters, including front and rear wheel speed slip , engine rpm, throttle position and
acceleration. Conditions are confirmed every five milliseconds, at which time the system looks
at each of the parameters as well has how much they are changing i. This unique Kawasaki
method makes it possible to make interpolations and precisely calibrate engine output to suit
traction conditions. By acting before slippage exceeds the limits of traction, drops in power can
be minimized, resulting in ultra-smooth operation. It also automatically adjusts for tire wear,
different tire profiles, high-grip tires, and numerous other factors that setting-type systems treat
as fixed parameters. Models equipped with IMU incorporate chassis-orientation feedback to
offer even more precise management. Designed to help riders maximize their acceleration on
the track by enabling clutchless upshifts with the throttle fully open, KQS detects that the shift
lever has been actuated and sends a signal to the ECU to cut ignition so that the next gear can
be engaged without having to use the clutch. On models that offer clutchless downshifts,
during deceleration the system automatically controls engine speed so that the next lower gear
can be selected without operating the clutch. Kawasaki ABS systems use front and rear wheel
sensors to constantly monitor wheel speed. Should information from either of the sensors
indicate that wheel lock has occurred, the ABS ECU directs the pump in the ABS unit to
modulate brake fluid pressure releasing and reapplying pressure so that traction can be
regained until normal operation resumes. ABS offers rider reassurance that contributes to
greater riding enjoyment. The original Kawasaki suspension arrangement locates the shock unit
very close to the bike's center of gravity, greatly contributing to mass centralization. And
because there is no linkage or shock unit protruding beneath the swingarm, this frees up space
for a larger exhaust pre-chamber an exhaust expansion chamber situated just upstream of the
silencer. With a larger pre-chamber, silencer volume can be reduced, and heavy exhaust
components can be concentrated closer to the center of the bike, further contributing to mass
centralization. The result is greatly improved handling. A secondary benefit is that the shock
unit is placed far away from exhaust heat. Because it is more difficult for heat from the exhaust
system to adversely affect suspension oil and gas pressure, suspension performance is more
consistent. Acceleration along longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes, plus roll rate and pitch
rate are measured. The yaw rate is calculated by the ECU using Kawasaki original software. This
additional feedback contributes to an even clearer real-time picture of chassis orientation,
enabling even more precise management for control at the limit. Kawasaki developed KIBS to
take into account the particular handling characteristics of supersport motorcycles, ensuring
highly efficient braking with minimal intrusion during sport riding. In addition to front and rear
wheel speed, KIBS monitors front brake caliper hydraulic pressure, throttle position, engine
speed, clutch actuation and gear position. This diverse information is analyzed to determine the
ideal front brake hydraulic pressure. Through precise control, hydraulic pressure is modulated
in much smaller increments than with standard ABS systems. The system limits rear wheel lift
under heavy braking and takes downshifting into account while braking, allowing the rider to
manage the rear brake. And because of the finer control, kickback to the brake lever is minimal,
resulting in a very natural feeling. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped straight
to your door. Forged Marchesin
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i. Click on a technology to learn more. Engine Management Technology. Economical Riding
Indicator. Electronic Throttle Valves. Kawasaki Engine Brake Control. Power Modes. Chassis
Management Technology. Horizontal Back-link Rear Suspension. See Dealer Inventory.
Premium Cover. Frame Slider Set. Knee Pad Set. Download Brochure. Vehicle Brochure. We
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